Concepts of Modern Programming Languages WS1213

Lecture Plan:

Fridays, 14:00 – 15:30, V38.02

Exercise Plan:

Fridays, 15:45 – 17:15, V38.02 every two weeks
Tuesdays, 09:45 – 11:15, V38.03 every two weeks
Wednesdays, 14:00 – 15:30, 0.124 every two weeks

First Exercises on November 9, 13 and 14, 2012
Then on November 16, 20 and 21, 2012
From then on we will have exercises every two weeks

Please keep track of the course website for updates

http://www.iste.uni-stuttgart.de/ps/lehre/ws1213/concepts.html

For further questions please contact me:

Mikhail.Prokharau@informatik.uni-stuttgart.de